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Today, we will be discussing a question that we get asked
frequently: can narrow reeded glass be made into laminated
glass? We will explore the answer to this question in depth,
so  that  our  readers  can  make  an  informed  decision  about



whether or not to use this type of glass in their construction
projects. Stay tuned for more!

What is narrow reeded glass?
Narrow  reeded  glass  has  become  increasingly  popular  for
interior decoration purposes in recent years, particularly for
doorways. This unique and stylish material originates from
traditionally crafted narrow glass beading, which is produced
using a narrow groove tool that is pushed into warm glass to
create the narrow reed patterns. Its linear look and texture
adds  elegant  charm  to  any  room  by  filtering  light  and
providing  a  subtle  yet  sophisticated  privacy  barrier.



Distinguishable by its parallel lines, narrow reeded glass
provides an original look but comes with all the benefits of
laminated  safety  glass  as  well  as  having  extra  strength
against popping or cracking due to its particular construction
– making narrow reeded glass doors a great choice for both
residential and commercial settings.



What  are  the  benefits  of  narrow
reeded  glass  over  other  types  of
glass?
Narrow reeded glass offers several advantages over other types
of glass. It is particularly beneficial because it provides an
enhanced level of privacy, making it a popular option for
businesses  and  homes  that  require  more  discretion.  Its
horizontal lines also lend a certain aesthetic value to the
glass and can provide dynamic visual effects if light shines
through it during different times of day. Furthermore, narrow
reeded glass works well for both contemporary designs as well
as more traditional decor styles, making it versatile in many
settings.



Can  narrow  reeded  glass  be  made
into laminated glass?
Narrow reeded glass can absolutely be made into laminated
glass. While a common misconception is that narrow reeded
glass cannot be utilized as an architectural glass, lamination
has  been  proven  to  be  a  highly  successful  solution  when
working  with  this  particular  material.  The  process  of
lamination strengthens and stabilizes the fragile nature of
the reeded texture while allowing it to refract light in a
desired manner.



Production details



Packing and delivery
Strong plywood crates packing to ensure the laminated glass
products safety during the long distance transportation.



Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass  are  a
professional supplier!
We take pride in the quality of our glass products and are
confident  that  they  will  meet  your  needs.  We  have  an
experienced team available to answer any questions you may
have and provide advice on selecting the best product for your
specific requirements. Please contact us if you are interested
in our glass products.
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